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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2007-07-01 Pages: 320 Publisher: Higher
Education Press title: economics methodology original price: 28.00 yuan Author: CAO Jun Wei. Li
Ling ed Publisher: Higher Education Press Publication Date: 2007 - 7-1ISBN: 9787040218497 Words:
398.000 yards: 320 Edition: 1 Binding: Paperback: 16 Editor's Choice SUMMARY This textbook is
different from the foreign economic methodology works Philosophy strong flavor characteristics. is
also different from some domestic this aspects of teaching materials or on the status of the
excessive introduction to the theory. introduces three levels with a certain amount of space to
elaborate on the theory that the philosophical level. the system level. logical thinking level
methodology of economics principle and method of economics application . . Philosophical level
methodology to do a more detailed discussion of Marxist economics methodology chapter. this is
because Marx's Das Kapital is the model of Dialectical analysis of economic phenomena. so the
contents of this chapter is sufficient summarized The main principle and illustrate the
philosophical level methodology and its application. In addition. other aspects of the methodology
equipartition Chapter 11 will be described...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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